Hello January!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>March………………..Qatar Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>March………………..Riyadh Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>March………………..Jeddah Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>March………………..Al Khobar Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th</td>
<td>March………………..UAE Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th</td>
<td>March………………..Kuwait Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>March………………..UAE Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>June………………..Riyadh Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>June………………..Jeddah Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>June………………..Al Khobar Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>June………………..UAE Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18th</td>
<td>June………………..Oman Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24th</td>
<td>June………………..Kuwait Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th</td>
<td>June………………..Jordan Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>September ………..UAE Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>September ………..Oman Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>September ………..Eagle Manager Retreat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23rd</td>
<td>September ………..Jordan Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>October……………..Qatar Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14th</td>
<td>October……………..Kuwait Success Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th</td>
<td>November ………..Riyadh Year End Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th</td>
<td>November ………..Al Khobar Year End Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th</td>
<td>November ………..Jeddah Year End Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>December ………..UAE Year End Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16th</td>
<td>December ………..Qatar Year End Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17th</td>
<td>December ………..Oman Year End Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23th</td>
<td>December ………..Kuwait Year End Party</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Un-Break Your Resolution

If there was a way to measure the number of un-kept New Year’s Resolutions, what do you think that number would be?

Think of all of the unused gym memberships, broken diets, budgets forgotten and new hobbies that have been quickly cast aside. Why does that happen? Why are so many of us in such a hurry to get right back to where we started?

We’ve all missed resolutions – that’s the wonder of life, each January we get a clean slate to decide what we want to do differently and how we want to be better than last year. Successful people do something that others don’t. They believe. We’ve all heard the Henry Ford quote, “whether you think you can, or think you can’t – you’re right.” That’s one of the things that makes Forever so magical to those who are willing to work hard.

Forever gives ordinary people the opportunity to live extraordinary lives if they believe they can and commit to doing things differently. You get to be the author of your own story and decide how it ends. Think of how powerful that is!

As you plan your year and set out your resolutions, ask yourself what you’re truly willing to do differently to accomplish your goals. Then do it and stick to it! Only you can decide if this year will end differently than those that came before. Set your sights on Chairman’s Bonus, join us at next year’s Global Rally at an amazing destination around the world or help more customers by sharing your favorite products – it’s up to you!

You have everything that you need to be successful. I can’t wait to see everything you can accomplish in the New Year!

Forever Yours,
Rex Maughan
CEO
Dear Valued FBOs,

Let me start by saying I am deeply honored and humbled to be the Director of Operations of Forever Living Products for the Middle East. I have a profound respect and passion for our brand, my team, as well as for you “my talented FBOs!” that I’m incredibly motivated to serve you all!

From my start in September 2015, I’ve worked hard with all FBOs who have consistently amazed and inspired me. I hope all feel the same level of energy and optimism that I do as we embark on this new year together to achieve growth targets in revenue, profitability and business expansion. we have plenty of work ahead to ensure our collective success.

We are challenging ourselves every day to maintain our focus on your needs. To meet these challenges ahead and fulfill all our your expectations, we have restructured our strategic plan as within the purview of our corporate strategy embracing sustainable business practices, focusing on enhancing FBO experience, operational efficiency and staff development and motivation. We will continue to grow the business, all the while focusing more on our core market of the Middle East, and eCommerce that better meet your needs.

I look forward to detailing all these and other developments at the appropriate time, and our website will remain the ideal source of updated information.

Forever Living Products Middle East is a success story that would not be possible without your contribution and dedication. I look forward to continuing to serve you. I appreciate your ongoing support and pledge to continue in my efforts to exceed your expectations.

I wholeheartedly welcome any constructive feedback you may have. I wish you a happy, healthy and productive 2016.

Khaled Khayati
Director of Operations
Middle East
YEAR END PARTY
Forever Glamour!
The essence of all art is to have pleasure in giving pleasure.”

by: Carlo Joshua Caballes

Being chosen as one of the host of the event was something I never imagined doing in Forever. Yes, like what Dale Carnegie said.

"I am a man who finds pleasure in giving pleasure to others".

Hosting an event is challenging as it is always not easy to please everyone. Thankfully with God's grace all went so well, the event was a blast. The program was fast and that's how it should be. The FBOs were dressed glamourously.

The program started with an opening speech of Mr. Khaled Khayati - Director of Operations Middle East. It was followed by Butterfly Dance performance. Allan Nielsen delivered an inspiring testimonial. The Hall was filled with excitement & surprises. It was great to see all nationalities and new guests in the event.

All the achievers from the Assistant Supervisor level to Soaring Manager Level & the Top 10 qualifiers in the Middle East (Income & CC as of November) were recognized on the stage. Plaque for Earned Incentive Qualifiers were presented & Potential Qualifiers for the Global Rally were also announced.

Black Swan & Spanish Dance performances were mind blowing. Karen Brady gave an Inspiring Testimonial after the dance performances.

Forever Middle East introduced a new Incentive “Forever Middle East Leadership Team - MELT”. Big cheques were amazingly inspiring, making everyone hungry for more CC not to mention the New Incentives. Everyone was so excited and the smiles and laughter were just so priceless.

For me, this event always makes a good impact. It is one of the basic needs of human kind to be recognized for one’s effort making us strive for more, work better, and do the best we can. The Year End Party was made exclusively for Forever Business Owners. The event ended with picture takings, lots of dancing & satisfying dinner. Everyone left the room with smiles on their faces! It was one memorable day that everyone will carry with them FOREVER.

God bless Forever Living Products and God bless all Forever Business Owners! BOMBASTIC 2016 as what the Diamonds always says.
Forever Living Products (FLP), a leading multi-level marketing company that manufactures and sells aloe vera-based drinks and bee-derived cosmetics, nutritional supplements, and personal care products, recently inaugurated its new AED 1 million office and training center located at I-Rise Building Tecom, Dubai. The new facility, which will serve as the company’s new Middle East headquarters, will play a key role in FLP’s continuing move to reinforce its regional distribution of its diverse portfolio of Nutritional Supplements, Personal Care, Weight Management, Sports Performance, Skincare and Cosmetics.

According to Khaled Khayati, Director of Operations, Forever Living Products – Middle East, the opening of FLP’s new headquarters complements its successful performance in 2015—posting an annual turnover of more than AED 70 million and a growth of 65 percent. FLP has been in the region since 1999 and the presence of the new Dubai headquarters will serve as the company’s regional hub, which consolidates its operations across UAE, Qatar, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) and Kuwait, and future expansion in Oman, Jordan and Bahrain for the 1st quarter of 2016. The ambition is to
penetrate other potential countries around the Middle East and the ultimate goal is to be the number one globally in terms of sales and expansion.

The opening of this new AED one million facility, which will serve as our new corporate headquarter in the region, demonstrates our upbeat attitude towards the Middle East. The region continues to show stability and strong economic growth, complete with strong infrastructure and a highly attractive business friendly environment.

The Forever Living Products portfolio proves to be highly attractive to Middle East consumers, who have strong purchasing power and have preferences for leading global brands like FLP because of high quality and international standards brand value. We are confident that this new office will play a significant role in our continued growth in the region and abroad.

FLP is regarded as one of the longest running and largest network marketing company in the Middle East. The company, which is a member of the Direct Selling Association in Dubai, is also the largest importer of health foods into the UAE, as per the Department of Economic Development (DED).

The new headquarters is part of our strategy to position FLP as a world leader that has synergistic operations in the region. With the entry of 2016, we are looking towards driving in more growth and revenue through the adoption of a new corporate structure that can address emerging challenges and opportunities. It will surely be an exciting year as we will be launching new products, catering especially to the Middle East consumer, and improve sales effectiveness through the launch of our online shopping that will ensure the further promotion of our brand and products. - Khaled Khayati
Energy stamina and endurance are key traits for sports enthusiasts, whether in training or always on the go. Forever’s products complement your lifestyle when you need it most.

ARGI +
Keep going all day and deliver optimal performance with ARGI+, which provides five grams of L-Arginine per serving, as well as synergistic vitamins. It is a delicious and nutritious drink that rapidly tops up energy stores and is ideal for high intensity sport.

Forever Active Boost
Great-tasting energy drink with a propriety blend of herbs and including vitamins B6 and B12 which help reduce tiredness and fatigue. A quick and simple way to get an immediate burst of energy and top up energy levels.

Forever Bee Pollen
Forever Bee Pollen is gathered from the blossoms that blanket remote, high desert regions. This ensures the freshest and most potent natural food.

This all-natural supplement contains no preservatives or artificial flavours and is ideal to take during the summer months when the pollen count is high.
mobility

Forever Freedom
With all the nutrients of Aloe Vera Gel combined with glucosamine, chondroitin, and MSM, this delicious orange-flavoured drink is ideal for those interested in mobility. Contains vitamin C which contributes to the reduction of tiredness and fatigue and provides great nutritional support for sports and active lifestyles.

Aloe2Go
Combining all the benefits of Aloe Vera gel and Forever Pomesteen in a handy and easy-to-carry pouch - the right power duo for when you’re on the go. Perfect for a quick ‘pick-me-up’ to drink any time, anywhere.

Forever Active HA
Powerful supplement which provides a unique low molecular weight hyaluronic acid (HA) plus ginger oil and turmeric, for those interested in mobility. HA is a protein produced by our bodies to lubricate muscles and joints and helps hydrate the skin.

Freedom2Go
Enjoy all the benefits of Forever Freedom coupled with pomegranate juice in a convenient, easy-to-carry pouch to take in the car, to the office, when travelling or taking part in sport.

Forever Arctic Sea
The human body needs omega-3 fatty acids but is unable to make them, so this important ingredient should be included in our diet. With its blend of natural fish and calamari oil, Forever Arctic Sea is rich in omega-3 fatty acids.
The Year End Celebration Theme was a Country “Affair”...

The venue was a beautiful Gold and white trimming. With FLP Kuwait. it is never too late to educate oneself for developed life long skills which gives one the ability in determining their own destiny leveraged by someone else.

The Voice Over and welcoming words were read by Assistant Manager Reginald Doswell, while introducing Manager Mark Sulapas and Supervisor Regan Laconsay as the MC’ for this wonderful event. Now let us get started...

The event began with the Manager's march in accompanied by our GCC’s.

New Director of Operations, Mr. Khaled Khayati followed by our Country Sales Manager, Mr. Elizer Salvador. The Managers and Guest were welcomed with overwhelming expressions of gladness. Before the Managers and guest returned to their seats all FBOs said in unison the FBO pledge.

The Host for this event Manager Sibu Kumaran extended a warm and wonderful welcome to our distinguished guest as the which ignited a ray of delight in the hearts of many friends and guest. And now, let the night begin.

Change the face of Kuwait is what our New Director of Operations is bringing to the table as he addresses each FBO with the time changing future about to take place within the four walls of Kuwait. It has already proven successful in Dubai. So let us embrace this opportunity with both hands and reach for the stars.

Wow!! What perfect timing for this song rendered by Assistant Manager Reginald Doswell. Change the World by Eric Clapton.

At every Success Day, it is only right that the FLP GCC reaches to the many different locations within the GCC to enhance the ability of each FBO with tools to expand their belief as well as their ability to become a better person when it comes to Relationship Marketing. Information to launch each hungry FBO’s into a brighter future for their business. Can you think of anyone better in the GCC to guide us up the path of Network Marketing knowledge other than, our very own Country Sales Manager, Elizer Salvador. During the evening of 3rd Dec 15, a select few of FBO’s attended the Leadership training where They were given tools on how giving a presentation without running anyone away. When using the proven system to attract new potential FBO’s, The effectiveness of your presentation is the key to attracting potential new FBO’s. Do not be afraid of no’s. No’s help you grow and fine tune you approach skills.

During the Success Day training, Elizer touched on the subject of drinking coffee and the effects it attacks the adrenal glands draining our energy level. He shared with all of us the five (5) basic products to use instead of drinking as a quick pick me up solution. Thank You Sir. Elizer Salvador. With love, FLP Kuwait.
New Assistant Supervisor Shaik Naweed shared with his fellow FBO’s of the benefits he received from using the products and why he has been able to recommend them to his friends without fail.

Ok!! Raffle time. Alright!! We have some winners.

New Assistant Manager Hussain Tarmaster Shared his journey from New FBO to in for life FBO. Never has one shared so much passion for seeing an opportunity which can change peoples lives if they follow the system set up for them

Now the moment we have all been waiting for. It is “Recognition” time.

The pins recognized were as follows;
Assistant Supervisor, Supervisor, Assistant Manager
4CC Levels 1 and 2. Last but not least out top ten (10) distributors.

OK!!! Another raffle with a few more winners. No!! Not me.

Another song was rendered by a young angel ...

Wow!!! What a voice.

Our GCC Sales Manager, Elizer Salvador aimed at the core of every heart driving the importance of using your own products. The message was loud, clear and correct. When you are using your own products and brand (X), you hurt your own self. Set a positive example for your fellow FBO’s.

If you do not remember anything else he conveyed to you, remember this. If you want to move to the top of the list as best achievers in the GCC, do something about it. You see! It is doable. It is simple, and it is yours if you claim it.

The Torch of responsibility was passed by our GCC Sales Manager picked from the raffle bowl for the last time the next Success Day event will be hosted by Manager Fuad. He was happy to accept.

Final remarks were made by both the outgoing and upcoming host. And the meal!!! Wow!!! Fantatic.

A special thanks to Assistant Supervisor for assisting as sound systems Technician, Manager Fuad and Assistant Manager Adnan Mahasna for their unselfish dedication of translation to those in the Arabic community who understand English.

This is FLP FBO’s of Kuwait saying Good Morning!!!
We Are Forever. Happy New Year…
FLP-Jeddah’s Year-End Party & Recognition Night

By: Jerome Balobalo

Jeddah is a city of sun and sand, which is located on Saudi Arabia’s western coast of the Red Sea. People here are called Jeddawis. It has two major gates to the two Holiest City in Islamic Religion the Bob Makkah and the Bob Madinah. Except for the locals who’s living here and enjoying the good sunny weather Jeddah is also called home for different expats because of its amazing culture and traditions. Jeddah is the second busiest city in the Kingdom next to Riyadh. The business here has a very high potential in this part of the Kingdom because of its people. Jeddah will be famous in the coming years once the tallest building in the world arises. Currently Jeddah is holding the Guinness title of the tallest fountain and tallest flagpole in the world. Who knows Jeddah will be known too in FLP community because of the Case Credits someday.

It was time once again for the FBO’s of Jeddah to be in their best clothes as we gathered the much awaited Year-End Party and Recognition Night. The event was held last November 13, 2015 at the Orchid Ballroom of Jeddah Marriott Hotel. The program proper starts right after the Maghrib Prayer with the entrance of the Country Sales Manager followed by the western region Managers. The event was hosted and emceed by the very witty Mr. Benny Tadili. The event promised to be a sure hit when one of Jeddah’s finest leader Mrs. Veronica Bolinao gave her Welcome Remarks to all FBO’s in attendance. Followed next was the video showing the highlights of the Eagle Managers Retreat in Mexico last September 2015 that was attended by hundreds of Eagles from all parts of the world and some of them are from the Eastern Region of KSA.

Then, as a way to draw inspiration from the perspiration of a successful FBO’s, the assembly welcomed Mr. Mohammed Al Sayed into the hall for his Business Testimony in Arabic and translated in English by Dr. Abdul Hakim Al-Hashimi. Along came a product testimonial from Dr. Osama Fazlullah Zakir, who shared to his listeners the potency and efficacy of FLP food supplements in restoring the well being of individual. After a series of testimonials, the crowd was liven up by a raffle draws headed by FLP-Jeddah’s PRO Mr. Mansur Al-Ghamdi. Then, as is traditional in any FLP-event Country Sales Manager did his assigned part by sharing tips in doing the FLP business successfully. After a presentation of Mr. Salvador a short break for Isha Prayer to give way to our Muslim Brothers and Sisters to practice their faith.

The special ingredient of this event was the awarding ceremony for the hardworking FBO’s. As the most awaited portion of the program came, the recognition proper for new Assistant Supervisors, Supervisor and Manager were accorded their much deserved honors. The top 10 in the region and the Middle East were also called. The awards were handed in by Mr. Salvador. For the motivational speech our New Director for Operations in the Middle East Mr. Khaled Khayati appears on the screen thru skype and everybody were surprised with his special appearance. It is first time in any FLP-ME that a speech was virtually happens and we are so proud.
that it happened in Jeddah thanks to
the technology that even we are apart
we can be closer. Mr. Khaled’s speech
gives hope to everyone that Jeddah will
be better in the coming days.

To formally close the whole affair, the
dashing Ms. Paraluman Sara Atienza
ascended to the stage to deliver her
closing remarks as she said another year
has passed and let us hope for a better
2016 to everyone. After the program
and photo opt a sumptuous dinner was
served at the Al Bassateen Restaurant in
the hotel lobby.
Top 10 FBO’s

INCOME RANKING - MIDDLE EAST REGION  DECEMBER 2015

DUBAI
1. TAN, WILLIAM BULINGOT
2. MANESE, EDITHA PEREIRA
3. NATEGH, NADER
4. ESMAILY, BEHROUZ BAYRAM
5. GHAGHDA, JAYDIP LAXMIDAS
6. ESGUERRA, JEFFREY TAN
7. SHAH EHSAN, SAYED ALIREZA
8. MALAKOOTI KHAH, ALIREZA
9. DATU, JOSEPHINE P.
10. VAZIRIFAR, AMIR

ABU DHABI
1. ROSETE, GLORIA
2. ABOU ELKHAIR, NAGWA ATEF
3. ALKAABI, MARYAM EBRAMIM
4. ABO ELKHER, NOHA
5. SOLIMAN, GHADA ELSAYED
6. PASTOLERO, RODELIO SATSATIN
7. AL MHAIREB, IMAN YAHYA
8. CORPUZ, LYNNETH LOPEZ
9. SULAIMAN, IMAN KHAMIS
10. AHMED ALI, HUDA TALEB

QATAR
1. JUMA, ASHA
2. ALHARASH, SALWA ZIAD
3. ROSETE, EMILY GAY S.
4. GHASSOUB, AMAO BADR K.
5. SUPAPO, LOVELIA ESPINOSA
6. GHASOUB, AMANI BADER KHAMIS
7. CHUKFEH, MUEMENAH ABDIJABAR
8. ZUGHBAR, HEBAL KAMAL
9. MUHAMMED ALI, HAANY AZZUDIN
10. ZARAGOZA, LINO TUMAMBO

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

AL KHOBAR
1. AL-RAMADAN, BADER ALI
2. ALBAHRANI, IBRAHIM SALEH A
3. MOHAMED, SHIMA ELZENY AHMED
4. AL ALI, AYMAN MOHAMAD
5. IBRAHIM, WAFI BABEKER
6. AL SANAWI, SAEEED EID
7. ALZAIN, MUSTASA MERZA
8. CALNESON, FLORINDA TARRO
9. LOMOD, MARIBEL REBLEZA
10. MUSTASA, ALHEJJI ABBAS

RIYADH
1. SALEEM, REHAB AHMED
2. MOHAMED, NAJLA FATHY MAHDI
3. SAEED, AMAL REYAD
4. MOHAMED, HOUSSEIN ELSAYED
5. ANTONIO, JIMVER JALBAY
6. BIN OTAY, MOHAMED SAAD
7. AL-KATHIRI, ABDULHAKEEM SAEED
8. MOHAMMAD, MOHammad AWAD AHMAD
9. ALSHEHR, ALI ABDELRAHMANAL R
10. ALMAHID, MARWA BALAL

JEDDAH
1. AL SAYED, MOHAMED ABDULLA A.
2. ALSAYED, WALEEED ALSAYED AHMED
3. AL SALAMEEN, ZAINAB ALI
4. ISMAIL, EMADELDIN MOH.YOUSEF
5. MOHAMED, OSAMA ABDALLAH
6. HASSAN, DALYA ABDULAZIZ ALI
7. MANALAS, MOHAMMAD PANGIRAN L.
8. AL-HARTHI, FATEM SABDADZIZ
9. ALJIDELY, GADEER MOUSA
10. POULES, MARIAM ATEF

KUWAIT
1. GAPUZ, MARIE K.
2. AL TABBAA, FOAUD M.N.
3. MOHAMMAD, HAMED ABDAL HUSSAIN
4. HUSSAIN, HAMZA MOHAMMED
5. MAHMOUD HANAFI, SAYMAA ABDUL NA
6. SEQUEIRA, AUBREY DOMINIC V.
7. TARMOSTER, HUSSAIN DAUD ALI
8. REDHA, AMAL ABDUL KAREEM
9. SHAH, SAWAD BASHA
10. LANORIO, MELECIO EXCONDE
## Top 10 FBO’s

### Dubai
1. Tan, William Bulingot
2. Nategh, Nader
3. Ghaghda, Jay Dip Laxmidas
4. Manese, Editha Pereira
5. Hashemian, Mehti
6. Esguerra, Jeffrey Tan
7. Shayegh Boroujeni, Sayed Alireza
8. Esmaily, Jeffrey Tan
9. Malakooti Khah, Alireza
10. Vazirifar, Amir

### Abu Dhabi
1. Rosete, Gloria
2. Abou Elkhaier, Nagwa Atef
3. Alkaabi, Maryam Ebrahimi
4. Al Mhareb, Mannan Yahya
5. Pastolero, Rodelio Satssatin
6. Abo Elkher, Noha
7. Javid Kazerani, Mahin
8. Soliman, Ghada Elsayed
9. Sulaiman, Hamed Alkhamis
10. Corpuz, Lynneth Lopez

### Qatar
1. Juma, Asha
2. Alharash, Salwa Ziad
3. Rosete, Emily Gay S.
4. Castoilo, Demetria Betonio
5. Loresto, Ramil Diasanta
6. Ghassoub, Amani Bader Alkhamis
7. Zaragoza, Lino Tumambo
8. Villareal, Anna Lerma Landayao
9. Chukfeh, Muemenah Abdijabar
10. Ghassoub, Amina Badr K.

### Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

#### Al Khobar
1. Albaharni, Ibrahim Saleh A
2. Mohamed, Shima Elzeny Ahmed
3. Al-Ramadan, Bader Ali
4. Alzain, Mustafa Merza
5. Mohamed, Hamada Ali
6. Ibrahim, Wafi Babeker
7. Al Rashed, Ali Zakaria
8. Al Ali, Ayman Mohamed
9. Calneson, Florinda Tarro
10. Lomod, Maribel Rebaleza

#### Riyadh
1. Saleem, Rehab Ahmed
2. Mohammed, Najla Fathy Mahdi
3. Abdulkarim, Fatimah Mohamed
4. Yousef, Suzan
5. Saeed, Amal Reyad
6. Almahid, Marwa Balal
7. Mohamed, May Fathy Mahdi
8. Antonio, Jimyer Jiblay
9. Bin Otay, Mohammed Saad
10. Mohammad, Mohammad Awad Ahmad

#### Jeddah
1. Al Sayed, Mohammad Abdulla A
2. Alsayed, Waleed Alsayed Ahmed
3. Ismail, Emeledin Moh. Yousef
4. Al Saleemeen, Zainab Ali
5. Mohamed, Osama Abdallah
6. Poulas, Mariam Atef
7. Adra, Mohammad Hassan
8. AlFine, Somaya Mahmoud
9. Hassan, Dalya Abdelaziz Ali
10. Nasr, Sahar Elsayed Abdo

### Ranking of Middle East Centers

**Based on Case Credit**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>December 2015</th>
<th>1 Dubai</th>
<th>2 Abu Dhabi</th>
<th>3 Qatar</th>
<th>4 Kuwait</th>
<th>5 Al Khobar</th>
<th>6 Riyadh</th>
<th>7 Jeddah</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**FOREVER | JANUARY 2016**
Recognition

Top 20 FBO’s

BASED ON INCOME MIDDLE EAST REGION
NOVEMBER 2015

1. JUMA ASHA ............................................ QAT
2. ROSETE GLORIA ...................................... AUH
3. ABOU ELKHAIR NAGWA ATEF ............... AUH
4. MANESE EDITHA PEREIRA ....................... DXB
5. TAN WILLIAM BULINGOT ....................... DXB
6. SALEEM REHAB AHMED ....................... DXB
7. NATEGH NADER ..................................... DXB
8. ESMAILY BEHROUZ BAYRAM .................. DXB
9. MARTIN CLARE ....................................... DXB
10. ROSETE EMILY GAY S ....................... QAT
11. DATU JOSEPHINE P ......................... DXB
12. BROOMS EMMA JANE ......................... DXB
13. FATEMI SADABAD MEHDI ..................... DXB
14. BROOMS EMMA JANE ......................... DXB
15. RAHIEMI HAJIABADI SHEKOUFEH ............. DXB
16. JONES KELLY LOUISE ......................... DXB
17. FATEMI SADABAD MEHDI ..................... DXB
18. BROOKS EMMA JANE ......................... DXB
19. CARABLES CARLO JOSHUA V .................. DXB
20. DATU JOSEPHINE P ......................... DXB

BASED ON CASE CREDIT MIDDLE EAST REGION
NOVEMBER 2015

1. JUMA ASHA ............................................ QAT
2. ROSETE GLORIA ...................................... AUH
3. ABOU ELKHAIR NAGWA ATEF ............... AUH
4. SALEEM REHAB AHMED ....................... RUH
5. NATEGH NADER ..................................... DXB
6. TAN WILLIAM BULINGOT ....................... DXB
7. MANESE EDITHA PEREIRA ....................... DXB
8. ESMAILY BEHROUZ BAYRAM .................. DXB
9. ROSETE EMILY GAY S ....................... QAT
10. MARTIN CLARE ....................................... DXB
11. ABO ELKHER NOHA ............................... AUH
12. ESGUERRA JEFFREY TAN ....................... DXB
13. RAHIMI HAJIABADI SHEKOUFEH ............. DXB
14. MALAKOOTI KHAH ALIREZA .................. DXB
15. ESMAILY BEHROUZ BAYRAM .................. DXB
16. JONES KELLY LOUISE ......................... DXB
17. FATEMI SADABAD MEHDI ..................... DXB
18. BROOKS EMMA JANE ......................... DXB
19. CABALLES CARLO JOSHUA V .................. DXB
20. DATU JOSEPHINE P ......................... DXB

Top 10 Foreign FBO’s

BASED ON INCOME RANKING  JANUARY - NOVEMBER 2015

1. EDMUND & LONI RAMOS .............................. 616,378.04/-
2. RAYMOND RAPADAS .................................. 207,538.08/-
3. HELEN WEST ........................................ 187,108.18/-
4. MICHELE POYNTER .................................. 140,961.16/-
5. NASTARAM AHADIAN ............................... 100,868.28/-
6. NATALIE HEELEY .................................... 94,530.30/-
7. UMESH BHIKHALAL DHAKAN .................... 75,397.80/-
8. SAMANTHA PEARCE ................................ 74,607.61/-
9. JUDITH DODSON ................................... 67,294.11/-
10. VIRGINIA PARMIS UY ............................. 66,533.74/-
Top 20 FBO’s

Based on Income Ranking
Jan - Nov 2015

1. GLORIA ROSETE................................................ AUH
2. ASHA JUMA.................................................... QAT
3. WILLIAM BULINGOT TAN ............................... D XB
4. EDITHA PEREIRA MANESE.............................. D XB
5. NAGWA ATEF ABOU ELKHAI R ......................... AUH
6. JEFFREY TAN ESGUERRA ............................... D XB
7. EMILY MAY S. ROSETE ......... QAT
8. AL-RAMADAN, BADER ALI ............................ ALK
9. NATEGH, NADER ............................................ D XB
10. JAYDIP LAXMIDAS GHAGHDA ........................ D XB
Remaining Top FBO Listing ....

11. SHERYL DE JESUS BAUTISTA .......................... D XB
12. MUEMENAH ABDIJABAR CHUKFEH ............... QAT
13. JOSEPHINE P. DATU ........................................ D XB
14. RODELIO SATSATIN PASTOLERO .................. AUH
15. KASHMIRA DISHANT MALVANIA .................... D XB
16. KULDEEP VIJAY BHAGAT ............................... D XB
17. ALHEJJI ABBAS MUSTAFA ............................. ALK
18. AL ALI, AYMAN MOHAMAD ......................... ALK
19. SHAHIN ISMAIL KHATRI ................................ D XB
20. AL SALAMEEN, ZAINAB ALI ........................... ALK

Based on Case Credit
Jan - Nov 2015

1. GLORIA ROSETE................................................ AUH
2. ASHA JUMA.................................................... QAT
3. WILLIAM BULINGOT TAN ............................... D XB
4. NAGWA ATEF ABOU ELKHAI R ......................... AUH
5. EDITHA PEREIRA MANESE.............................. D XB
6. JEFFREY TAN ESGUERRA ............................... D XB
7. NADER NATEGH ............................................. D XB
8. EMILY MAY S. ROSETE ................................. QAT
9. ABO ELKHER NOHA ......................................... AUH
10. CLARE MARTIN .............................................. D XB
Remaining Top FBO Listing ....

11. BADER ALI AL-RAMADAN ............................. ALK
12. MUEMENAH ABDIJABAR CHUKFEH ............... QAT
13. SHERYL DE JESUS BAUTISTA ........................ D XB
14. JAYDIP LAXMIDAS GHAGHDA ........................ D XB
15. JOSEPHINE P. DATU ........................................ D XB
16. KASHMIRA DISHANT MALVANIA .................... D XB
17. ZAHRA ALHABSEE ....................................... OMN
18. PASTOLERO RODELIO SATSATIN .................. AUH
19. ELAINE MARIE COLLINS ............................... D XB
20. FATEMI SADABAD MEHDI ............................... D XB

Ranking of Middle East Centers
Based on Case Credit
October 2015

1. Dubai
2. Abu Dhabi
3. Qatar
4. Kuwait
5. Al Khobar
6. Riyadh
7. Jeddah

NOVEMBER 2015

FOREVER | JANUARY 2016
Top 10 FBO’s

INCOME RANKING - MIDDLE EAST REGION  NOVEMBER 2015

DUBAI
1. MANESE EDITHA PEREIRA
2. TAN WILLIAM BULINGOT
3. NATEGH NADER
4. ALTENAIJI FATEMA MOHAMMAED
5. ESGUERRA JEFFREY TAN
6. ESMAILY BEHROUZ BAYRAM
7. MARTIN CLARE
8. DATU JOSEPHINE P.
9. BROOKS EMMA JANE
10. WRIGHT KARYN YVONNE

ABU DHABI
1. ROSETE GLORIA
2. ABOU ELKHAIR NAGWA ATEF
3. ABO ELKHER NOHA
4. PASTORERO RODERICK SATSATIN
5. ALKAABI MARYAM EBRAIM
6. SOLIMAN GHADA ELSAYED
7. LIWANAG RODERICK TURLA
8. LAPINGCAO SWENDY MONTERA
9. BRAVO REBELITA PARINAS
10. GALON EMERSON LABRADOR

QATAR
1. JUMA ASHA
2. ROSETE EMILY GAY S.
3. ALHARASH SALWA ZIAD
4. SUPAPO LOVELIA ESPINOSA
5. CHUKFEH MUEMENAH ABDULABAR
6. GHASSOUB AMINA BADR K.
7. ZUGHBAR HEBA KAMAL
8. GHASOUB AMANI BADER KHAMIS
9. CORTEZ BONIFACIO C.
10. SEDIGO THERESA SILORIO

KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

AL KHOBAR
1. AL-RAMADAN BADER ALI
2. AL ALI AYMAN MOHAMAD
3. LOMOD MARIBEL REBLEZA
4. MUSTAFA ALHEJJI ABBAS
5. ALBAHRANI IBRAHIM SALEH A
6. AL SALAMEEN ZAINAB ALI
7. ALSHOMARI HUSSAIN AHMAD
8. IBRAHIM WAFI BABEKER
9. AL SANAWI SAEED EID
10. CALNESON FLORINDA TARRO

RIYADH
1. SALEEM REHAB AHMED
2. MOHAMMED NAJLA FATHY MAHDI
3. MOHAMED HOUSSEIN ELSAYED
4. BIN OTAY MOHAMMED SAAD
5. ALMAHID MARWA BALAL
6. AL MUTAWA SAWSAN AHMED
7. MOHAMMAD MOHAMMAD AWAAD AHMAD
8. SAEED AMAL REYAD
9. AHMED ABDEL RAHMAN M. S.
10. GAWAD RASHA MAHER AHMED A.

JEDDAH
1. AL SAYED MOHAMED ABDULLA A.
2. HASSAN DALYA ABDELAZIZ ALI
3. QENDWAN QASEM SAEED
4. ISMAIL EMADELDIN MOH. YOUSEF
5. POULES MARIAM ATEF
6. MANALAS MOHAMMAD PANGIRAN L.
7. HASSAN ABDULAZIZ ALI
8. ATIENZA PARALUMAN TATLINGHARI
9. ALSAYED WALEED ALSAYED AHMED
10. ALFINE SOMAYA MAHMOUD

KUWAIT
1. GAPUZ MARIETA K.
2. MOHAMMAD HAMED ABDAL HUSSAIN
3. HUSSAIN HAMZA MOHAMMED
4. MAHMoud HANAFI SHAYMAA ABDUL N
5. MAHDI AMAL RADI
6. AL TABBA AFOUAD M.N.
7. SEQUEIRA AUBREY DOMINIC V.
8. ABAYON MAGDALENA DAVID
9. REDHA AMAL ABDUL KAREEM
10. SHAikh SAYED BASHA
Top 10 FBO’s

**DUBAI**
1. NATEGH NADER
2. TAN WILLIAM BULINGOT
3. MANESE EDITHA PEREIRA
4. ALTENAIJI FATEMA MOHAMMAED
5. MARTIN CLARE
6. ESGUERRA JEFFREY TAN
7. RAHMI HAJIABADI SHEKOUFEH
8. MALAKOOTI KHAH ALIREZA
9. ESMAILY BEHROUZ BAYRAM
10. JONES KELLY LOUISE

**ABU DHABI**
1. ROSETE GLORIA
2. ABOU ELKHAIR NAGWA ATEF
3. ABO ELKHER NOHA
4. PASTOLERO RODELIO SATSATIN
5. ALKAABI MARY AM EBRAHIM
6. SOLIAN GHADA ELSAYED
7. MITWALLI SHEROUK ABDRAOUF
8. AHMED ALI HUDA TALEB
9. VINGUT VICTORIA
10. LIWANAG RODDERICK TURLA

**QATAR**
1. JUMA ASHA
2. ROSETE EMILY GAY S.
3. CHUKFEH MUENENAH ABDIJABAR
4. GHASSOUB AMINA BADR K.
5. SUPAPO LOVELIA ESPINOSA
6. ALHARASH SALWA ZIAD
7. CORDERO MERVIL VILLAGONZALO
8. ZUGHBAR HEBA KAMAL
9. BELEY ROSELLE LARAN
10. MUHAMMED ALI HAANY AZZUDDIN

**KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA**

**AL KHOBAR**
1. AL-RAMADAN BADER ALI
2. MOHAMED SHIMAA ELZENY AHMED
3. AL ALI AYMAN MOHAMAD
4. LOMOD MARIBEL REBLEZA
5. MUSTAFA ALHEJJJI ABBAS
6. AL SALAMEEN ZAINAB ALI
7. ALBAHRANI IBRAHIM SALEH A
8. ALSHOMARI HUSSAIN AHMAD
9. IBRAHIM WAFI BABEKER
10. AL SANAWI SAEED EID

**RIYADH**
1. SALEEM REHAB AHMED
2. MOHAMMED NAJLA FATHY MAHDI
3. SAEED AMAL REYAD
4. ALMAHID MARWA BALAL
5. MOHAMED HOUSIN ELSAYED
6. BIN OTAY MOHAMMED SAAD
7. AL MUTAWA SAWSAN AHMED
8. TANTAWY AYMAN ELSAYED
9. GAWAD RASHA MAHER AHMED A.
10. SABBAGH RAADHIA AHMED

**JEDDAH**
1. AL SAYED MOHAMED ABDULLA A.
2. HASSAN DALYA ABDALAZIZ ALI
3. ISMAIL EMAEDELIN MOH. YOUSEF
4. HASSAN ABDULAZIZ ALI
5. QENDWAN QASEM SAEEED
6. AL SUHIMY FATIMAH GABEER
7. ALJAHDLI SARAH F.
8. AL SINANI KALED SULIMAN
9. SMOH MHD ALHADEA
10. POULES MARIAM ATEF
# ASSISTANT MANAGERS

- Al-Nazaro, Zhanna
- Al-Malki, Maaad Mohammed
- Al-Habshi, Hamid
- Al-Maliki, MIAAD Mohammed
- Al-Falaqi, Sami
- Al-Zaabi, Ahmad

# SUPERVISORS

- Al-Buali, Mubashir
- Al-Mamari, Amina
- Al-Rasbi, Shadi
- Al-Lamich, Nour

# ASSISTANT MANAGERS

- Al-Mawash, Mohamad
- Al-Said, Maryam
- Al-Abid, Aisha

# SUPERVISORS

- Al-Mamari, Amina
- Al-Rasbi, Shadi
- Al-Lamich, Nour

# ASSISTANT MANAGERS

- Al-Salame, Maryam
- Al-Mahdi, Amjad
- Al-Saad, Ammar

# SUPERVISORS

- Al-Mamari, Amina
- Al-Rasbi, Shadi
- Al-Lamich, Nour
SUPERVISORS

DANIEL, BASIL ROHIT
DANIELS-JOSHI, GAIL LYNN
DATUL, ROSE ANN IGNACIO
DELA CRUZ, ROMEL COMBOY
EBAD, SICHANI, RASOOL ABBASLI
ELSEYED, RASHA SALAH
ESQUIERRA, JOHN TAN
ESQUIERRA, RAUL OTAPEL
EUSEBIO, MYLENE OCBIAN
FAHES, ZAINAB EP MOHAMAD B
FAOUZIA, CHKHIR EZZEDDINE
FARIED, AMEERA HAMZA
FARIED, ASMAA HAMZA
FARKHANI, NOUSHIN IRAJ
FARZADI, PANTEA
FATIMA, FARHEEN
FIROOZI, HADI
FOROUGHI, FOROUSHAN
GHAFFAR, ABDUL, GAFFAR, SHAMSAD
GHALANY, ALI MOSTAFA
GHAZAVI, ALI HASSAN ALI
GILLEGRO, MARY ROSE SAMONTE
GLANCY, KAY
GOLSKORHI, ZHRA
GOTTOLI, KATE SARAH
HALE, VICTORIA LOUISE
HANCOX, LISA ANN
HARROP, MARIA LORRAINE LIM
HASHEMIAN, MEHRI
HASAN, ABDULAZIZ ALI
HECKER, MARIE VALERIE P
HMIDA, SAMIR BEN
HORTELAZU ZULUETA, ALDRIN JOSE
HUSSEIN, AFZAL W AFZAL, RAHEELA
ISMAIL, EMADEL Din MOH YOUSEF
JAFAR, ROUBA
JAVAD, MUHAMMAD W JAVAI, SHAHEEN
JUNDOS, JUNEA LIMA
KARAME, ELAHEH ABDOLLAH
KASSEM, AMAL MUSTAFA
KHAFAGY, MOHAMMED ABDULHAMID
KOURBAJ, RIM NAIF
LACEA, FEBIE DUGOY
LAGOS, LOURLYN LANGGA
LANDINGIN, MONCHITO DE GUZMAN
LAPINGCAG, JIMMY MAINIT
LATINA CAMARANUAN, CRIZELLE ANNE
LAYNO, RONALD CAYAGO
LOIZON, CHARLOTTE
LOPEZ, LOI JERIC ALONZO
LUMBEROJO, JENNIFER LUCINO
LUND, TINA MUNKSGAARD
MACBAIN, IRENE
MACBAIN, LINDSAY JULIE
MADERAL, EDELIZA RAMA
MAHDIAN, MOHAMMAD ABDOLJAVAD
MANGUBAT, KATHRYN JANE
MARCELLANA, JENNIFER MELIEVO
MARIZJARANI, JAVAD
MASOOD, RAHMA
MBITHI, CHRISTINE MWENDE
MESINA, JAY SAMSON
MOHAMED, HARRITH HASSAN
MOHAMED, ZAHIR ALI ASGHAR
MOLLAEI, SOMAYEH ZAREI, MEISAM
MONREAL, CHENEIL JORDANA V
MONTICALBO, MARVIC TORCENDE
MUBARAK AL ADAWI, ADHRA MOHAMMED

SUPERVISORS

NABII, MARWA MOSTAFA ABDUL
NAJMINDIN, POORN H MOHAMMED SALEH, SAM
NARCE, MATILDE MIRARAN H HAFEZEE, NAZMUL
NASERI, FARAHNAZ
NASIRI, SHIMA
NIELSIN, ALLAN
OBERLIN, SIBYLLE
PAGADUAN, ROGER PADILLA
PAREDES, GILBERT RADIWAN
PATIL, SUVARNA VINOD
QUAINOO, SOLOMON KWAKYE
QUAYTURE, ANGELA OTTIWAI
QUDDUS, HUMAY NAM KAMIL ABDUL
RACIC, TRACEY MIRJANA
RAZBAN, HAMIDEH
ROBERTSON, KIRSTEN LEODHAIS
RUZA, RICHARD DARAMAN
RUBIO, CARLO PATROLLA
RYMER, EMMA JANE
SAYED, MUZNA NAIF
SAIYED, MOHAMMED ISUFI A S
SAKINA, ANASTASIA
SALAKHOVA, VENERA
SALEEM, ALAYA TARIFF
SANTOS, JULIAN FRANCISCO III
SAQF ELHA, HAIFA ADNAN
SENA, EDNA ROGANDO
SHAHID, ASIF HUSSAIN AHMED
SHARBATI, MARZIEH POURMAND H
HATIKHAN, SHARIF, AMNA MOHAMMED
SHEKARCHIAN, ALI HOSSEIN
SHUAIB, LAILA HABIB
SMOD, MMD ALHADIA
SOLEIMANI, SOMAYEH AHMADREZA
SOLOMON, ROZINA
SPENCER, SANDRA
SYDNEY, JACQUELINE LYNN
TORDRES, NINA MICHELLE PRALTA
TOUMI, IMEN
UY, KARINA BANTILAN
VIQUERA, ELIGIO EYES
WADE, HELEN JANET
WANLI, YASMIN ZIAD
WARNOKASURIYA, RANI PERERA
YAZDANI, MOHAMMAD ESMAEIL
ZAPE, ZALDI PIANO
ZETA, ALFREDA VIEZOSA
ZUMBUHL HOFSTETTER, NADIA RUTH

ASSISTANT SUPERVISORS

There were a total of 1,341 Newly Recognized Assistant Supervisor for the same period.

EARNED INCENTIVE QUALIFIERS

Level 1

SAALAZAR, CONSEJOLO SAMER
DATU, JOSEPHINE P.
NAVARRO, ERWIN SANTOS
ESMAILY, BEHRUZ BAYRAM
JONES, KELLY LOUISE
CABALLES, CARLO JOSHUA V.

Level 2

ALTENAJJ, FATEMA MOHAMMAD

Level 3

NATEGH, NADER
RAMOS JR., EDMUNDO G.
TAN, WILLIAM BULINGOT
ABOU ELKHAIR, NAGWA ATEF

4CC QUALIFIERS - Level 1

ABOU ELKHAIR, NAGWA ATEF
LOPEZ, LOI JERIC ALONZO
NABII, MARWA MOSTAFA ABDUL
SHUAIB, LAILA HABIB
KASSEM, AMAL MUSTAFA
DANIHELLS, BASIL ROHIT
SAIYED, MOHAMMED ISUFI A S
AL FAZARI, MUNA ABDULLAH
HECKER, MARIE VALERIE P
AL ALAWI, AWAFIT KHAMIS
BRASS, THOMAS MCCRELROY
AL WAILI, HAMDA SALAM
ALDANAF, WAFAA BADER
BASIRIA, AZAID
BAYATI, POUDH, SOMAYEH
ARIAMANESH, MARYAM BOHLOL
ASHLIN, VICTORIA LISA P
AL HADABI, AFRAHAM HAMED
AL RASIBI, SALMA HILAL
AL HAJARI, SARIYAA RASHID
DALES, ELIZABETH JANE
ALABLOG, MONA AYMAN
BURTONWOOD, RACHEL LOUISE
MACBAIN, IRENE
MACBAIN, LINDSAY JULIE
GILLEGRO, MARY ROSE SAMONTE
ATKINS, HEIDI JAYE
HASHEMIAN, MEHRI
KARAME, ELAHEH ABDOLLAH
LOIZON, CHARLOTTE
ABO ELKER, TAREK
LABIB, FARIDA
RUBIO, CARLO PATROLLA
FAKIR, ASIF HUSSAIN AHMED
MAMOUDI, POORAN H MOHAMMED
FARIED, ASMAA HAMZA
SAIYED, MOHAMED ISUFI A S
SHUAIB, LAILA HABIB

4CC QUALIFIERS - Level 2

POULES, MARIAM ATEF
SAUNDERS, TANYA LOUISE
The Global Rally is unquestionably one of the most momentous and exciting events ever to feature in the Forever calendar. With thousands of FBOs joining together from around the world, the Global Rally celebrates and recognises the achievements of the Forever Global Community.
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